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Introduction

The phenomenon of conflict, within the in-

ternational relations framework, has a set of in-

tellectual theses that may contribute to the inter-

pretation of the external behavior of states,

within the priorities of national and international

institutions in conflict resolution. Trying to sim-

ulate these theses is done to solve the conflict

with the least possible losses. Therefore, we

must understand the stage of severity of which

this crisis has reached to tackle realities realisti-

cally, especially in the pre-armed conflict phases.

In these earlier phases, the conflict management

is broader particularly in adapting issues to pres-

sures while retaining the ability to choose between

alternatives that are available to each side involved

directly or indirectly.

In recent decades, access to energy resources

has become the most important form and cause

of conflicts and wars and, in the future, conflicts

will be about the world’s most expensive natural

resource, water. Water is a strategic necessity

for all people as it is the basis of life on Earth. It

is associated with socio-economic development

as well as food and energy production and is at

the heart of climate change adaptation. Water

has also become a rights issue as the world’s

population increases. With the need to create a

balance between community requirements and

the available resources, the challenges involved

in the following years will be even more press-

ing.

While water covers 72% of the earth’s surface,

all freshwater represents only 2.8% of the overall

volume. Of this 2.45% of the freshwater is rep-

resented as ice-shaped and groundwater. Thus,

humans have only 0.35% of the world’s total

water supply1. And according to FAO* this will

be reduced during the coming years due to

climate change. In return, 17 countries in the

world suffer from a severe shortage of water re-

sources, 12  of them are located in the Middle

East and North Africa2. Hence the importance

of establishing the GERD subject, the main

cause of the conflict over the Nile waters between

Egypt and Ethiopia, because Egypt is coming to

a real problem that will affect its water security

and its existence as a state. To understand it and

the impacts on Egypt’s water security, we must

go back in history.

The Nile River and the GERD: The
Story From the Beginning

Egypt has several water resources, which

provide together about 59.5 billion cubic meters

per year. The Nile River provides the largest

quantity of these resources with about 55.5

billion cubic meters per year, which is an

estimated 98%. The Nile is the world’s longest

river with a length approximately 6,695 kilometers

from the first tributary “Ruvyironza River” in

Burundi, to its estuary, and the average water

flow is approximately 84 billion cubic meters

annually. It has two main tributaries, the White

Nile, which originates from Lake Victoria and

which is located in the center of the African

continent and is shared by three countries: Kenya,

Uganda, and Tanzania. The other tributary is the

Blue Nile which originates from Lake Tana in

Ethiopia. The two tributaries meet in Khartoum

and continue to the Mediterranean Sea3.

The Egyptian regime has left its
regional strategic role in the region,
which has negatively impacted its
ability to manage the conflict with
Ethiopia, the "Rising African giant",
which seeks to take the initiative of
the leadership role in the region.
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The Nile spans across 11 African countries

known as “the Nile Basin” countries: Eritrea (as

an observer), the Democratic Republic of the

Congo, Burundi, Rwanda, Tanzania, Kenya,

Uganda, Ethiopia, Southern Sudan, Sudan, and

Egypt. The White Nile provides about 15% of

the total water amount that reaches the downstream

countries (Egypt and Sudan) with a quantity of

8.5 billion cubic meters, while the Blue Nile

provides about 85% with a quantity of 47 billion

cubic meters. The Blue Nile River passes through

three cycles for 20 years, the first cycle is 7

years long with heavy rains on the Plateau of

Ethiopia, the second cycle is 7 years long with

moderate rainfall, and the third cycle is 6 years

of scarce rains. 

IMAGE-1. The Nile River

Note: Labels collected by many sources. Original Map Source: Stratfor 2012 
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Since the beginning of the last century, and

with the strategic importance of the Nile, many

agreements and pacts have been signed between

several parties to organize the river’s quota and

rights distribution, all these agreements guaranteed

Egypt sovereignty over the Nile and its share of

it. Part of these agreements were not recognized

by most Nile Basin countries but as “colonial

conventions.” The relevant countries in the

current crisis were not part of it but it was

governed by the colonial circumstances and poli-

cies that governed international politics at that

time. As an example, the Rome Protocol of 1891

between Britain and Italy, which occupied Eritrea

at the time, and the Rome agreement of 1925,

which is a series of letters exchanged between

Britain and Italy and which recognizes the rights

of Egypt and Sudan in the Blue and White Nile

and their tributaries.

In contrast, there are also several agreements

which included the current conflict parties, and

Egypt relies on it as a reference in their discussions

on GERD conflict, the most important being4:

•  The Addis Ababa agreement of 1902, signed

between Britain (on behalf of Sudan) and

Ethiopia. The most important article is number

3, which included promises of Emperor Mene-

lik II Not to issue any instructions concerning

the Blue Nile or Lake Tana that could hinder

the flow of the Nile. This treaty ended the in-

ternational conflict between European countries

competing for Britain.

•  The Nile River Sharing Agreement between

Egypt and Sudan 1959 includes the full

control of the Nile waters connecting Egypt

and Sudan based on the new variables that

appeared on the scene at the time. According

to this agreement, Egypt’s total share of water

(after distributing the water benefit from the

High Dam) has become 55.5 billion cubic

meters, and Sudan’s total share has become

18.5 billion cubic meters. 

•  The Nile Basin Initiative, signed in Dar es

Salaam in 1999 as part of a regional inter-

governmental partnership, which looked to

develop the Nile cooperatively and promote

regional peace, water security, and socio-

economic benefit-sharing. The agreement in-

cludes Egypt, Sudan, Uganda, Ethiopia, the

Democratic Republic of the Congo, Burundi,

Tanzania, Rwanda, Kenya, and Eritrea. This

initiative was to be transformed into a per-

manent framework for cooperation under the

name of the “Nile Basin Commission”.

•  The Agreement (Framework of Cooperation)

between the Nile Basin Countries, was signed

in Entebbe, the Ugandan city, in 2010, by six

countries so far: Ethiopia, Uganda, Rwanda,

Tanzania, Kenya, and Burundi. It was rejected

by both Egypt and Sudan because it didn’t

recognize the rights of Egypt and Sudan on

the Nile.  Egypt froze its membership in the

Nile Basin Initiative in October 2010, as a

reaction to this agreement.

•  The Agreement of Principles of 2015, signed

in Khartoum between Egypt, Ethiopia, and

Sudan, which is a pivotal point in the conflict

path on the Nile River between Egypt and

Ethiopia, will be discussed later in this study.

The GERD project, or as it is called the

“Great Millennium Dam” has a long history of

events that varied between pushing and attracting.

The idea of constructing the dam began in 1964,

when The United States Bureau of Reclamation

(USBR) submitted a survey of the Blue Nile at

the invitation from the Ethiopian government,

intending to store water in Ethiopia5. The dam is

located on the Blue Nile stream in the northwestern

part of Ethiopia in Benishangul-Gumuz, near

the Ethiopian-Sudanese border, 500 kilometers



away from Addis Ababa and 40 kilometers away

from the Sudanese border. The project spans

1800 square kilometers. The total storage capacity

of the dam is approximately 74.5 Billion cubic

meters, which equal to the Egypt and Sudan

shares of the Nile River annually. The dam in-

cludes two separate parts: 

•  The first part: is composed of roller-com-

pacted concrete, held on an area of 1780 me-

ters, the high-wall of concrete is 155 meters

while the high-water is 145 meters, the storage

capacity of approximately 14.5 billion cubic

meters. 

•  The second part: is the “auxiliary saddle

dam”, which is built of rock rubble and

gravel, with ½ meter-thick of the concrete

layer, the measurements are 4800 meters in

length and 55 meters in height. It will store

approximately 60 billion cubic meters of

water, and help divert any excess water from

the primary reservoir back along the course

of the Nile. 

The dam comprises two hydroelectric power

plants with 16 turbines, according to SALINI

IMPREJILO “the Italian main contracting com-

pany of the project.” The dam will produce 6450

megawatts of hydroelectric power per year, of

which 2000 megawatts will be allocated for

export to other countries. With this production,

the dam will rank first in Africa in electricity

production and also globally.

Note: Information collected by many sources-

The cost of the GERD project is estimated at

approximately 4.8 billion USD6, excluding the

cost of power transmission lines, which is about

7% of Ethiopia’s 2016 GDP* and about 5% of

Ethiopia’s 2017 GDP. The Ethiopian Government

has undertaken several measures to provide fi-

nancing, the most important is the issuance of

bonds to Ethiopians at home and abroad by the

Ethiopian Electricity Company. Government of-

ficials were also encouraged to allocate one or

two monthly salaries to buy GERD bonds, and

raising a lot of money through taxes. In addition
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IMAGE-2. GERD Final Expected Construction. 
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to those amounts, Ethiopia has issued international

sovereign bonds, which raised nearly 1 billion

USD by the end of 2014. Chinese banks also

contributed about 1.8 billion USD to finance the

project to buy turbine stools and power plants.

Decades of Ethiopian attempts were made to

put forward the idea of the Renaissance Dam.

They finally surveyed and designed the final

dam site in 2009-2010. On March 30, 2011,

Ethiopia announced the project and the next day

a contract of 4.8 billion USD was awarded for

the Italian company without competitive bidding.

On 2 April 2011, former Ethiopian Prime Minister

Meles Zenawi laid the foundation stone of the

dam, announcing the inauguration of the Ren-

aissance Hydroelectric Dam, and the birth of

the real conflict beginning over the Nile River

between Egypt and Ethiopia. In September 2011,

the Egyptian and Ethiopian parties agreed to

form an international commission to study the

effects of GERD construction. In May 2013, the

International Committee of Experts issued its

report, which required technical studies to assess

the impact of the dam on the downstream states.

Negotiations were suspended after Egypt refused

to set up a technical committee without foreign

experts. It resumed in June 2014 again and

agreed after that to select two advisory foreign

offices, to carry out the required studies of the

dam.

Egypt’s Water Security - Different
Perspectives

Water security is one of the cornerstones of a

country’s national security and economic devel-

opment. It determines the stability of water re-

sources and the response of those resources to

cover the state’s water needs. The water balance

system is divided into three phases: the water

balance phase, the water abundance phase, and

the water scarcity phase.  To obtain water sources,

this has intensified competition between the

countries to ensure a balance between the country’s

water needs and the available quantity.

The Nile Basin is the lifeblood of Egyptians,

as 95% of Egypt is a desert, and ancient Egyptian

civilization emerged and evolved on the riverbanks

until nowadays. The Nile Basin has been closely

linked to the formation of the social, cultural,

and political structures of the Egyptian people.

Currently, about 97 million people live on the

river banks of the Nile in Egypt.7 The Nile is a

source of agricultural life and other resources

such as electricity, which is produced by the

High Dam and is estimated at 2100 Megawatts

of hydroelectric power per year, covering Egypt’s

electricity needs. With the GERD project began,

there was a growing fear in all Egyptian circles

about threatening Egypt’s water share of the

Nile. Especially after Egypt entered the phase

of water scarcity, the share decreased to 700

cubic meters per capita annually, which was

less than 30% of the water scarcity line which

set by the United Nations at 1000 cubic meters

per capita annually8. Besides, Egypt’s actual

water resource needs are 80 billion cubic meters,

which means that Egypt already has a deficit of

20.5 billion cubic meters. According to studies,

this project has negative effects that threaten the

survival of the Egyptian state itself. These

negative effects are because of the environmental

and socially catastrophic impacts due to the

movement modification of the Nile River, and

The Nile Basin has been closely
linked to the formation of the
social, cultural, and political
structures of the Egyptian people.
Currently, about 97 million people
live on the river banks of the Nile in
Egypt.



the radical reduction of its natural flow, threatening

the environmental structure and biological com-

ponents.

What are the Contention Points
Over GERD?

After a series of discussions, negotiations and

differing positions between the two main parties

of the conflict, the Egyptian and Ethiopian, the

main dispute currently is related to the operation

and filling procedures of the GERD reservoir.

Ethiopia announced that it intends to start filling

the reservoir in July 20209 and the dam will

begin to operate at full capacity by 2023. 

Egypt demands that the filling process of the

reservoir be between 10-21 years, to mitigate the

negative effects of the process and refuses to

reduce the water amount to be any less than 40

billion cubic meters per year during the filling

phase. Egypt also demands that, storage must be

only in the rainy season and stops in drought

times (the scarce rain cycle). Ethiopia, on the

other hand, demands that the filling process take

3-5 years and be throughout the whole year and

believes that the required water amount from

Egypt annually will hinder its ability to fill the

dam at a specific time and produce electricity. It

intends to supply Egypt with 32 billion cubic

meters per year during the reservoir filling phase.

The inevitable result for Egypt, with the be-

ginning of the filling process, will be negative

implications for all its prospects. The severity of

these effects depends entirely on the reservoir

filling period which Ethiopia will resort to in its

plan of implementation.

The most significant effects that Egypt is

trying overcome are the destruction of agricultural

farmland because of drought and desertification,

low groundwater level, seawater interference in

the Nile Delta and increased land salinity, increased

pollution and threats to the fisheries farms.  (90%

of the fish stock in the Nile river is concentrated

in Egypt, and there are generally more than 800

species of fish.) In addition to these effects, the

energy sector will be negatively affected by

nearly half due to the capacity reduction of the

High Dam to produce hydroelectric power. This

will, of course, harm the stability and development

in the region. Scenarios of the GERD reservoir

filling, and the expected effects of Egypt’s most

important water security indicators according to

the duration of each as shown in Table I:
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The most significant effects that
Egypt is trying overcome are the
destruction of agricultural farmland
because of drought and
desertification, low groundwater
level, seawater interference in the
Nile Delta and increased land salinity,
increased pollution and threats to the
fisheries farms.

TABLE-1. Scenarios of the GERD Reservoir Filling.
Source: Al Jazeera Media Network, Saving The Nile, Retrieved from URL https://interactive.aljazeera.com/aje/2020/saving-the-nile/index.html Copyright 2020
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Some experts also predict that the lake will

initially run out as “dead storage”*, which means

the deposition of water will be in underground

caves as a result of a geological defect in the

soil and which will increase the filling duration

of the reservoir for more than 11 years.

In order to remedy these effects, Egypt has

developed a plan that has included several studies

and procedures, most of which focus on seawater

desalination and wastewater reuse. This would

be in addition to the utilization of agriculture

which needs less water. Some crops are water-

intensive and are an important agricultural source

for Egypt, such as rice cultivation.  One kilo of

rice cultivation requires about 1600 liters of

water and Egypt grows about 4.5 million tons

per year. This will affect the Egyptian food

basket and agriculture in general and will force

Egypt to import these agricultural materials,

which will increase the financial and economic

burden. 

In contrast, the balance of biodiversity depends

on the water flowing into the Nile, an integrated

ecosystem-based on water quality, quantity, tem-

perature, rapid flow, the silt containing some

micro-organic ingredients.

Ethiopian Perspective - The Rising
African Giant

In order to understand the Ethiopian position

in all its dimensions, we must highlight the

Ethiopian local situation, which will show us

the importance of GERD for them as well as

their path in managing this conflict. Ethiopia

considers the GERD issue as a top priority for

national security and dignity, as it is the lifeblood

of all its economic and energy resource prob-

lems.

Demographically and topographically Ethiopi-

an territory is divided diagonally across the

highlands and mountains, creating different and

complex races. The country’s population is highly

diverse. The Amhara and the Tigray settled in

the northern and central highlands of Ethiopia.

The Oromo, the largest ethnic group in Ethiopia,

became concentrated on the country’s southern

side before the migration prompted them to

expand into the central and western regions of

Ethiopia. The short Italian colonial-era succeeded

in inflaming ethnic tensions against imperialism,

which, dominated by the Amhara, coincided

with the Soviet tide expansion and economic

crises, leading to the overthrow of the imperial

regime by the junta. 

The Amhara kept their control over the

Ethiopian system, leading to more opposition

from other races such as the Oromo, Tigray, and

even the Eritreans, who succeeded in independence

from Ethiopia in 1993 and turned Ethiopia into

a landlocked country. At that time, a new consti-

tution was adopted that transformed Ethiopia

into a federal system, dividing the country into

autonomous regions based on the local popula-

tion’s ethnic and linguistic composition. Under

the new political system, although the Tigray

made up only about 6% of Ethiopia’s population,

they controlled the political system for three

decades. That hegemony has turned into a clear

majority among the country’s interlocking and

broad-based security apparatus, pushing the rest

of races to the margins of the political system.

During 2015-2016, Ethiopia has seen a large

wave of protests in the Oromo region, primarily

due to their sense of persecution, coincided with

increasing poverty, deteriorating economic con-

ditions, and ethnic and religious differences.

Coinciding with government development plans

for The Oromo-majority regions, plans which

aim to “as the Oromo perspective” disrupt the

country’s demographics, by confiscating the land

which controls by them for the Tigray. Later on,
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the protesters’ demands expanded for more rep-

resentation in the Tigray -controlled federal gov-

ernment, and as protests continued, other ethnic

groups across the country joined it.

In this volatile geopolitical environment,

Prime Minister Hailemariam Desalegn announced

his resignation, declaring a state of emergency

in the country on February 16, 2018. On April

2, 2018, Abiy Ahmed Ali was sworn in as prime

minister, after being confirmed as prime minister

by the Ethiopian parliament, the first prime min-

ister from the Oromo took over the country.

Abiy Ahmed, the “Godfather of the Renais-

sance”, bore the burden of a great legacy of

problems which he was required to solve. These

included a disjointed society on the edge of civil

war, a repressive political system, a corrupt se-

curity system, and an economy that had grown

steadily but suffered severely due to growing

debt, declining liquidity and currency, heavy

dependence on imports, poor income distribution,

and a geopolitical and military conflict over

trade routes and waterways. In contrast, these

problems were met with an ambitious political

agenda to restore maritime access, a transnational

discourse focused on interracial reconciliation,

reform of the federal political system to be more

representative, as well as largely political and

economic plans to face problems. These political

and economic plans would adopt a full or partial

privatization policy of large corporations and

IMAGE-3. Ethiopia Ethnic Main Groups. 

Labels Source: World Population Review, Ethiopia Population 2020 (Live), Retrieved from URL 

https://worldpopulationreview.com/countries/ethiopia-population/   Copyright 2020. Original Map Source: Stratfor 2018 
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increasing exports to stimulate growth and

achieve more foreign exchange. 

Regionally, the Ethiopian government has

sought to avoid the dominance of foreign powers

through a “Zero-Problems” Foreign Policy, pri-

marily with Eritrea and Somalia. As Gulf interests

increased in the Horn of Africa, relations began

to strengthen significantly, as their ambitions

converged to access the ports of the Horn of

Africa. 

This review of the Ethiopian political system

clarified the great transformation in the domestic

and foreign policy of this country and the

mentality that has managed for the country to

play a major role in the African continent and

the Middle East. This mentality considers GERD

to be one of the main targets to implement

because of the contribution of this dam to the

comprehensive development of major agricultural

projects, fishing activities, job creation, and in-

creased food provision for the local population.

Besides this the amount of hydroelectric power

generated by the dam will cover the electricity

needs of Ethiopia, where about 70% of the pop-

ulation suffers from a lack of electricity, a very

large rate. The surplus electricity will be sold

through huge power transmission lines to neigh-

boring countries. These will provide wealth by

increasing treasury imports and attracting the

beneficiary countries of the Ethiopian side to

any issue that occurs at the regional level.

Hence the importance of GERD for Ethiopia,

which aims to make no concessions on their po-

sition while insisting on achieving all those

targets in the shortest possible time, regardless

of the negative effects for Egypt. For them, the

Egyptians want to disrupt the dam work in order

to achieve other regional objectives.

GERD Technical Problems 

In addition to the causes of conflict between

Egypt and Ethiopia, there are some technical

problems about the dam construction itself,

which must be discussed regardless of the

outcome of the GERD conflict.

Some dam experts warn about the collapse

of the dam in the following years, the dam is

composed of roller-compacted concrete and the

subsoil must withstand the enormous pressure

caused by the weight of this concrete. However,

the dam is built on the “Great Rift Valley”

region, a seismically active area, as well as

being built on basalt rocks that cannot withstand

a huge construction such as the GERD. It is also

located on a very rugged slope. GERD is con-

structed on an inclined plateau with a factor of

safety of 1.5 degrees which must not become

lower than 8 degrees10. 

A collapse would lead to a major humanitarian

disaster, the most important of which would be

the collapse of the three Sudanese dams (ER

Roseires, Sennar, and Merowe) which would

cause the sinking of Khartoum underwater at

the level of 9 meters. After 18 days the water

would reach the High Dam in Egypt, if the

reservoir lake is full, the dam will be collapse

and sink Cairo with it. The Ethiopians confirmed

that their studies about the dam had revealed

that the project would be based on solid ground.

And the materials examined confirmed that the

current site is ideal for the construction.

Principles Agreement 2015:
Tipping-Point

In June 2014, Egyptian President Abdel Fattah

al-Sisi agreed with Ethiopian Prime Minister

Hailemariam Desalegn to resume negotiations

without foreign experts. Until reaching the 2015

Principles Agreement, el-Sisi, who has been in

charge of the GERD file since April 2011,

adopted the “Bona Fides” principle in the nego-

tiating processes, to reach Egypt targets from

these negotiations. However, his management
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of the dam file, according to international experts,

has failed. 

What is The Principles Agreement?

The 2015 Agreement of Principles is a “Dec-

laration of Principles” signed in Khartoum

between Egyptian President Abdel Fattah el-

Sisi, Ethiopian Prime Minister Hailemariam De-

salegn, and Sudanese President Omar al-Bashir

on March 23, 2015. The agreement includes 10

basic principles which are consistent (as considered

by the conflict parties) with the general rules of

international law which govern international

rivers*. Its aim is to resolve the long-running

dispute over the Nile waters and the GERD. The

agreement provides a framework for commitments

to ensure reaching a full agreement between the

three States, including the method and rules of

filling and operating the dam reservoir, after the

completion of joint studies.

As a result, signing this agreement had a

legal and international impact on Egypt and it

seems that Egypt has not realized it until later.

This was considered a legal default by both the

Egyptian and Sudanese parties. The agreement

was marked as a turning point over the GERD

conflict because, under the agreement, el-Sisi

ceded Egypt’s legal and historical share of the

Nile. He also gave legitimacy to the dam con-

struction that it was deprived of before. First of

all, it legalized the dam construction works, be-

cause the Ethiopians should notify the Egyptians

when they started implementing the Dam, relying

on previous agreements and within the rules of

international law. This had not been done and

this caused a problem with the legality of the

dam’s implementation. Signing this agreement

granted Ethiopia the legal right of the construction

retroactively.

Furthermore, Article “9” stipulates that co-

operation should be based on “equal sovereignty”,

which is wrong because shared water resources

are not subject to the sovereignty of any state

and international law has abandoned the sover-

eignty theory in shared water resources issue. It

also abandoned the “water sharing” theory and

replaced it with “fair and reasonable use” theory.

Besides this, Ethiopia’s argument for the dam

construction was based on electricity production

but this article transferred Ethiopia’s right from

producing the electricity to water fair use, which

might include selling it.

Article 10 stipulated that, if the parties do

not succeed in dispute resolution through nego-

tiations, they could “collectively” seek for con-

ciliation or mediation. This is also wrong because

it gave Ethiopia the right to impose its point of

view on the others, which is currently happening.

This deprives them of recourse to the international

community without its consent. 

The fundamental problem in the Declaration

of Principles is the preamble that the three coun-

tries have committed themselves to. The following

principles on the Renaissance Dam reflects the

nature of the Declaration of Principles to commit

states themselves to a single will and the text

should have expressed a contractual commitment

of states that “committed and agreed to the fol-

lowing”. The difference between them is that a

single obligation may change by changing the

opinion or position of the State itself, which is a

Signing this agreement had a legal
and international impact on Egypt
and it seems that Egypt has not
realized it until later. This was
considered a legal default by both the
Egyptian and Sudanese parties. 
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very weak legal obligation.  At least, the filling

and operating rules had to be agreed in detail to

preserve the remaining historical rights of the

Egyptians  from the Nile.

The strategic mistake made by Egyptians

was that they did not examine the institutional

and legal framework of the agreement. They

just focused on resolving the dam’s technical

framework. The basis of this agreement is to

preserve the rights of Egypt and Sudan in the

Nile but it added rights to Ethiopia which it had

been deprived of for decades. Under this, Egypt

agreed to Ethiopia’s right to build the dam

without any guarantees or commitments, which

gave Ethiopia the argument to request international

funding, which was hampered by the Egyptian

positions of rejection before that. Before this

agreement, Egypt was confident that international

donors will not invest in controversial water

projects along the Nile unless the concerned

countries reach unanimity on the matter, but the

situation changed now.

What is Next For The 2015
Agreement?

In December 2015, the foreign ministers of

Egypt, Sudan and Ethiopia signed the Khartoum

Document, which included the confirmation of

the Declaration of Principles agreement signed

by the leaders of the three countries. It also in-

cluded commissioning a French office to carry

out technical studies for the project, as an advisory

party but in May 2017 negotiations were again

stalled due a dispute over the initial report of the

French office. 

Four-years of unsuccessful negotiations failed

to reach an agreement between the main two

parties in the conflict “Egypt and Ethiopia.” Af-

terwards President Abdel Fattah el-Sisi tried to

provide a reassurance message for Egyptians,

when he said everything going well in 2017.

This was followed by an oral promise in June

2018 by Ethiopian Prime Minister Abiy Ahmed

during his visit to Cairo. He promised not to

prejudice Egypt’s share of the Nile, which was

considered an unusual precedent in the interna-

tional negotiations protocols. 

After that, in October 2019, Cairo announced

that the negotiations had reached an impasse

and demanded an international mediator inter-

vention in the negotiations. This was what hap-

pened when Washington responded to Cairo’s

call with World Bank participation in efforts to

bring the two sides closer together. This coincided

with the threat of Abiy Ahmed within the

Ethiopian parliament after he announced his

country’s adherence to the negotiations option. 

Washington’s involvement began in negotia-

tions with the current administration, since No-

vember 2019, sponsored by the U.S. Treasury.

This included the filling and operating technical

processes and it ended in February 2020 when

Ethiopia announced its withdrawal from the tri-

partite agreement, which it was scheduled to

sign in Washington, claiming that it needed more

consultations with local stakeholders. Some

reports mentioned that Ethiopia did not want to

enter into an agreement that could not be passed

through the parliament, with its impacts for the

upcoming domestic elections. Egypt considered

it an “intentional” action through the foreign

ministry statement to impede the negotiations.

On February 29, 2020, Egypt signed the initials

of the agreement individually.

In an unprecedented escalation from the

Ethiopian side, Ethiopia announced that it intends

to begin filling the dam in July 2020, without

committing to sign the Washington Agreement.

Cairo rejected this later on, according to Its

Foreign Minister Sameh Shoukry, who considered

it as a violation of the international law rules,
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and contrary to Article 5 of the Declaration of

Principles of 2015.

Ethiopia considered the Washington agreement

an interference in its sovereignty, because the

final agreement, according to its statement, was

the result of World Bank dictates, which is con-

sidered an aberration of the U.S. role. As well, it

agreed to enter the negotiations without waiving

any of its rights, arguing that any solution must

be in the African House. This turnarounds in the

Ethiopian position can be understood as these

meetings during four months did not give Ethiopia

the water amount which it hoped for during the

process of filling the dam reservoir. The United

States proposal was 37 billion cubic meters as

an annual share of water to Egypt, while Ethiopia

endeavored that this share not be more than 31

billion cubic meters.

But there is some ambiguity about the U.S.

role in these negotiations. Many questions arise

about the inability of the United States as a su-

perpower to convince Ethiopia of the solutions

which have been put forward. Because the only

fact here is that the construction of GERD did

not stop at all during the length of the negotiations.

This gave Ethiopia a gain in exploiting the time

factor as an advantage, the factor which allowed

it to complete more than 80% of the dam con-

struction work. So, the question is, “did the

United States manipulate matters with the Egyptian

regime?”

Generally speaking, heading to America has

made the situation more complicated, because

Ethiopia’s failure to sign the Washington agree-

ment raises question marks about it. Despite its

declaration that it seeks a positive agreement

that guarantees the rights of all parties, it has ul-

timately sought to achieve one clear goal of

gaining more time. This is time that Cairo will

pay for later in this political game. 

Offered Options

Escalation of tensions between Egypt and

Ethiopia over GERD opens the door for specu-

lations about which paths Egypt must take to re-

solve the case. In the meantime, several scenarios

could be predictable for directions of possible

conflict.

The first of these scenarios is for Egypt to

accept that the Renaissance dam is an irreversible

fait accompli. This will, of course, create new

regional crises in the region because Ethiopia

has thus imposed itself as a new regional power.

This is as opposed to Egypt, which has not used

its strategic power to manage this conflict.

Ethiopia will not only stop at this project, but it

will also, by using the new regional influence,

build new dams on the Nile, which will deprive

Egypt of more water and will destroy Egypt’s

water and food security permanently. This will

provide an opportunity for Ethiopia to gain a

fortune, which it will use to build its military ar-

senal. This arsenal will be parallel after many

years with Egypt’s military arsenal. 

Here, the Egyptian party will act with the

dam conflict “as it never happened”, and will

imposition a political and media investment of

the crisis, that will be reflected in the coverages

of the mass media, which is considered as close

to the official perspectives. To conceive the ob-

servers from inside and outside Egypt as this is

a culmination of Egypt’s diplomatic efforts. And

that the Egyptian regime has created a state of

détente for Egypt’s future water problems, at

least in a medium and long-term perspective. 

The second scenario envisions a return to the

negotiating table under Ethiopian conditions,

without the intervention of foreign mediators.

This will show Egypt after all these years as the

“weaker party” that may force it to give up its

“intransigence”, as described by the Ethiopian
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side, on the GERD negotiations. Although this

option will be better for Egypt, it will not differ

much from the first scenario in input data and

output results This is because Ethiopia has proved

its superiority over Egypt in its conflict managing

method over the years. This has swung Egypt’s

image as a regional power and lost the Egyptian

street’s confidence in their negotiator. They do

not expect any change in their negotiating style. 

The third scenario, which is best for all

parties, is taking the Nile dispute to the Security

Council, as stipulated in the Charter of the

United Nations to resolve conflicts that threaten

security and world peace by peaceful means.

Here, Egypt must obtain a council resolution to

stop all operations related to the dam construction

until this ongoing conflict is resolved within the

United Nations. Egypt should have taken this

step before signing the Principles Agreement in

2015.

The fourth and final scenario is a military so-

lution, a scenario that is excluded by all parties

and remains on the theoretical level. Carrying

out a military strike to the dam without engaging

in a full-scale war, the dimensions of this scenario

are very disastrous for all parties. This is what

we will explain in detail later in this study. 

What Should the Egyptians do?

If Egypt wants to successfully engage in this

conflict with Ethiopia, there are several key

lines to consider.  First, Egypt must increase its

presence in the Horn of Africa, Bab al-Mandab,

and the Gulf of Aden in an attempt to encircle

Ethiopia, based on that Ethiopia through the

Dam seeks to be a main source of electricity for

the horn of Africa, the east coast of Africa, and

South Sudan. This necessarily requires a re-

structuring of the foreign policy of the Egyptian

state in more than one direction with Arab,

African and even regional and international

countries andby creating strategic partnerships

and organizing common interests. This will

change Egypt’s position on the strategic region

map, and make it the regional gateway to the

world. Egypt has the ingredients to take the ini-

tiative of this strategic role but public policy

management needs to be radically changed. 

Secondly, from the point of view that the

countries of the world are suffering from a food

shortage crisis,  especially in the next two

decades, studies about climate change and lack

of resources confirm that this suffering will take

on a more severe image in the coming years.

Here, Egypt must enter the line of re-changing

the world’s map of the food basket and turn into

one of the world’s food centers. What it will

take  will be necessary support for Egypt’s

position in the Nile water-sharing crisis. 

In contrast, the Egyptian regime should take

steps that change its image and create a state of

confidence with the Egyptians about the outcome

of these negotiations. This situation will only

begin with one starting point: the Egyptian

regime showing  the people an openness with

them about the lapses of public policy that have

been followed in previous years.  The Egyptian

regime must avoid manipulating and admit the

real potentials and elements of the public policies

and how to exploit those elements in the negoti-

ating process. This begins with creating a high-

level negotiating team of experts in law, strategy,

negotiating, political, and military tracks. The

decision-makers must create a participatory en-

vironment in the crisis management process,

based on the distribution of the actual powers

guaranteeing an active role for different com-

munity groups and officials. These measures

will reflect positive impacts. Firstly, these will

confuse the Ethiopian side in the negotiations

which will confuse the Ethiopian party in the

negotiations, which may force them to reach a
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level that satisfies both sides and the least damage

for Egypt. Secondly, If the Egyptian negotiator

fails to achieve the desired results. at least it will

save  the regime’s face in front of its people be-

cause the damage will be borne by all involved

parties.

Is the “Military-Option” Open to
All Parties?

In “The New Middle East” book by Peres,

he talked about the war over water in the Middle

East, promoting the idea that the water in the re-

gion belonged to all countries, and the lack of

agreement to divide it among all countries, in-

cluding the Zionist entity, would bring us back

to war, as happened in the 1967 war.  He also

talked that one of the most important reasons

was Syria’s attempt to divert the Jordan River,

that evolved into the preparations that led to the

Six-Day War, as he mentioned.11 In addition, ac-

cording to the Pacific Institute, which merged a

database on worldwide disputes related to water,

there have been 92 water-related incidents in

the Middle East. Most of these were due to de-

velopmental disputes where water was used as a

military tool or target12. So, Does this apply to

the GERD dispute? 

It seems that the conflict between Egypt and

Ethiopia opened the way for the turn of events

in more than one direction, including Ethiopia’s

attempt to regain its naval military power. About

that we can notice that the conflict between

Egypt and Ethiopia has led to successive events

that have revealed rising tensions in the Red Sea

region. Beginning with a visit by French President

Emmanuel Macron to Addis Ababa in March

2019 and signing the defense cooperation agree-

ment, Paris pledged to develop the Ethiopian

navy13. In December, “The Capital” newspaper

announced Ethiopia’s readiness to establish a

naval base in Djibouti, which gives Ethiopia a

rare military presence at the southern entrance

to the Red Sea.Addis Ababa sees that the region

is experiencing a leadership vacuum and that

there’s space for a regional force to play a lead-

ership role and prevent foreign powers from

monopolizing the control, it is true. However,

establishing a navy fleet from A to Z requires

substantial financial investment and much time

and resources for training troops.

Egypt has put forward the military option

several times recently, in response to Ethiopia’s

attempts more than once to begin the dam con-

struction before expressing its understanding of

the dam establishment without harming the water

interests of the downstream states. One was

when Sadat threatened war in February 1978

after hints from Ethiopia of building dams on

the Blue Nile. Before that, WikiLeaks documents

showed that Egypt, in the mid-1970s, carried

out a blown-up of equipment while it was going

by sea to Ethiopia to build a large dam at the

time14. During Hosni Mubarak’s tenure, he an-

nounced in 2005 that he had ruled out the war

option with Ethiopia, However, in the WikiLeaks

leak, there were discussions about military co-

operation with Sudan by allowing Egyptian

troops, including commando units, to be stationed

in Sudan for the possibility of operations such

as blowing up the dam. Former Sudanese President

Omar al-Bashir has agreed to allow the Egyptians

to build a small airbase in Kosti city15. Military

intervention was one of the available options for

emergencies.

Comparing the military capabilities between

the two countries, the advantage will be  with

the Egyptian army16. Although Ethiopia is geo-

graphically one of the most mountainous countries

in the world, and  taking into consideration the

alliances of each party that may change the

balance in favor of one party, military intervention

and use of  military force outside the country’s

borders need to realize the balance of power and
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certain considerations to make international

arrangements about it. Although the military

option remains a possibility for all parties, it

must be the last option to resort to by all parties. 

Several political and economic factors play a

major role in the possibility of using direct

armed conflict, including Egypt’s internal front

weakness and the regional situation surrounding

it as well as the regional and international con-

sequences of the war costs. Egypt is not ready

to take this option with all regional pressures.

The Ethiopian side will never be able to afford

the war, because one of the consequences of

that war could be the dam collapse, which has

suffered lack of financing for several years. This

is in addition to the time which it took to be

built. Also, there are regional and international

powers that have significant investments in that

region that will prevent a military confrontation

between the two parties, whatever this prevention

takes. 

This conflict needs to be managed in a

different way. With the fact that the international

community has become disorganized and is

trying to solve its problems through military in-

tervention, which is one of the challenges at the

international relations level,  it remains unac-

ceptable and contrary to the legitimate action of

the Security Council and has serious implications

for the international system. Moreover, there

are other strategies and tactics in which the con-

flicted parties can achieve more effective results

through it more than military confrontation. If

we look at what’s going on the world today, all

the conventional wars end very horribly. Parties

initiate some kind of wars,  have a plan for how

it will look like and how it will turn out, and

most of the time, it ends differently of how it

was expected. It costs a ton of money and loss

of human life. Many aims can be obtained by

other means,  short of armed war.

How Players Negotiate

According to the indications and frequent in-

formation about how each party manages this

dispute “from their point of view”, The Ethiopians

showed their mastery of skillfully playing in

this crisis. No one can deny that their ability

earned time in their favor and they completed

more than 80% of the dam project. Their ambitious

plans have changed more than once obviously.

First, they demanded that the dam be able to

generate electricity. Then this idea evolved to

exporting electricity abroad, then to their water

rights of the Nile, and finally reached their am-

bition to use the river water for agriculture. The

existing pattern of agriculture, which depends

on the rain for six months, and is suspended

from November to May due to drought, is not

suitable for them and is incompatible with their

plans. Hence the alternate path of using the

dam, revealing that Ethiopia is a country seeking

development (which is their right) and one of

the ways of development is an expansion of

agriculture. This is what they have already begun

by contracting with transnational corporations

in Saudi Arabia, China, and Israel to cultivate

millions of acres for them. As part of this, the

Ethiopian Foreign Ministry summoned all its

ambassadors and organized courses for them to

highlight the economic diplomacy role on how

to attract foreign investment and open doors for

Ethiopian products in global markets17.

Ethiopia’s foreign policy manages the file

skillfully at the level of direct negotiation and it

has announced that it has taken several steps

that appear to be lenient and positive with it.

However, the official positions and statements

are one thing and what happens on-the-ground

is something else. The cessation of direct nego-

tiations more than once is a method of time at-

trition until the finished dam becomes a fait ac-

compli; it is now negotiating with the logic of
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power after nearly 80% of the dam construction

has completed. 

During recent years, the Egyptian side has

continued to handle with Ethiopians with a

“well-intentioned manner.”,  It is not a  correct

policy to manage a significant issue that carries

strategic and seriousness importance, even if

this intention exists with the other party. That is

the custom of politics. The Egyptians showed

up that they are eager to move forward with any

agreement whatever it contains.  They know

that Ethiopia does not have the actual ability to

provide 74 billion cubic meter annually for the

dam reservoir during the filling process, which

will “practically” need more than this number to

fill due to the wastage rate (dead storage), mean-

while providing 32 billion cubic meters annually,

which is the share that Ethiopia intends to confer

to Egypt. So the question here is “what are the

negotiating targets for Egypt?”

Ethiopia’s modality on crisis resolution has

not carried reassuring signs for the Egyptians,

and it narrowed their options to manage the

crisis. The Ethiopians’ decision to build three

more dams with a storage capacity more than

200 billion cubic meters of water means they’ve

taken over the Nile18, there are no negotiations

that could force Ethiopia to cede, and whatever

the concession level they’re going to make, it

will not reach the lowest ambitions of the

Egyptian side and that is a difficult and impossible

figure for Egypt to bear.

Has Israel Intervened in the Crisis
Line?

In 2016, Benjamin Netanyahu, the prime

minister of Israel, visited Ethiopia, Rwanda,

Kenya, and Uganda, and announced that Israel

will come back to Africa. The Israel-Africa rela-

tionship began in the 1950s by diplomatic

relations with most countries on the continent

except the Arab countries. After the October

1973 war, the AU* decided to freeze diplomatic

relations between Israel and most African countries

but it did not hinder commercial trades between

them. By the late 1990s, Israel resumed relations

with 39 African countries. 

Currently, Israel is providing technical and

financial support to Ethiopia, as it seeks to

achieve interests at the strategic level in the

Horn of Africa region due to it embracing the

Nile headwaters and its important sea crossings

and seaports. At the diplomatic level by gaining

the African countries’ votes in international

forums and the United Nations, as well as at the

economic level, the African marketplace is im-

portant for Israeli production and an important

source of diamonds.

Although the Israeli Embassy stated to deny

the news about Israeli defense systems installation

to protect the GERD19,  Israeli media reported

that there was considerable tension between

Egypt and Israel over the deployment of the

Israeli “Spyder-MR” missile system around

GERD20. Israel is trying to surround and pressure

Egypt as well as looking for strategic interests

with the Horn of Africa countries. f If there is

actual military confrontation, Israel’s only option

is to support a peaceful solution between the

two parties without interference, at least that

will be its public role for all.  As a strategic

target, currently, it will not lose any side in

favor of the other, because their interest is to

maintain zero-sum relations with both parties.

Conclusion: Lessons to Learn

Thomas Schelling writes, “The strategy is

not with the “efficient application” of force but

with the “exploitation of potential force”. It is

concerned not just with enemies who dislike

each other but with partners who distrust each

other”21. An axiom of politics is that states act to
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their interests and exploit their power “at the ap-

propriate time” to achieve maximum gains What

it has of pressure  will qualify it to achieve that,

one of the state powers is the knowledge of how

to exploit the situation with partners and adver-

saries, regardless of the reality of these relations

with them, to enhance the chances of succeeding.

Although Ethiopia’s utterance expresses one

thing and its actions express something else,

that is one of the negotiations axioms. Any party

will take advantage of any weakness that shows

from the others regardless of the nature of the

relations that bind them, and It will open the

way to disavowal of any binding legal agreement.

That is how to conduct the political process be-

cause the interests between states and companies

precede the law and Egypt must play this chord.

Political and economic alliances are a tool of

the “balance of power” policy. International law

does not go beyond the idea of it being  a

relative fact, linked to the relations that are

created among nations and based on the principle

of force. The importance of these states varies

according to their role in the regional and inter-

national arena and so the idea of expanding the

vital sphere of States is linked to those alliances. 

By looking at the domestic and regional

policy indicators of the Egyptian regime, we

can see that it is seeking to achieve self-interest

as a key priority. It is not interested in the

country’s regional role and economic capabilities.

It is in favor of establishing itself for a long

time. The Egyptian state has been preoccupied

with its domestic affairs and moved away from

regional strategic objectives, naturally in favor

of other parties that seek influence in the region

and decide Egypt’s moves in a national matter

as its water security associated with the GERD

file. Moreover, from the outset, the regime is

not looking for a proper and effective response

to the crisis as much as it is looking for political

propaganda that serves as a means to breaking

its chains of failure in the eyes of society. One

of them is that parties are seeking a conspiracy

against Egypt by establishing strategic relations

with Ethiopia, Egypt acting as if history and ge-

ography have just been drawn. For certain state’s

interests are not affiliated and associated with

Egypt’s interests, there is only one rule, each

country works to achieve just its interests, re-

gardless of the party which will achieve its

interests through it. The world is changing dra-

matically as is  the vocabulary of conflicts and

power with the change of era, method, and

nature. The Egyptian state, must adapt to this

change in the way of negotiation management.

Years of failure to manage the GERD case

have proved that the Egyptian regime is compelled

to take over major policies about gaining leverage

to achieve what it aspires to with gains with

Ethiopia. This is because what happens today

will rule future generations for several years. Its

effects will be felt in 20-25 years. In return, it is

not a politically intelligent move to put the re-

sponsibility of the failure of negotiations on the

January 2011 revolution in Egypt.22 The regime

should stick to rallying the internal front and not

vice versa. This is the most appropriate time

with the impact of the coronavirus crisis on the

countries’ economies and the halting of the com-

panies operating in the dam, which are currently

rearranging their economic conditions for the

post-coronavirus world.

To sum up, the time factor is very important

for the Egyptian party and should not be wasted

anymore. They must open communication chan-

nels with all involved countries especially with

Ethiopia to allow convergence of the views, in

addition to mobilizing regional and international

support and exhausting all other means. This

does not mean harming Ethiopia’s economic

and development interests but rather reaching

an agreement which the parties could achieve



their interests through without harming each

other. It also means reaching an equation that

guarantees achieving a regional partnership in

the Nile, where water will be distributed fairly.

Egypt can’t deny Ethiopia’s right to develop

and build dams for power generation and irriga-

tion. This is the reason why they must play a

very calculated diplomatic game to avoid making

more mistakes, to find a mutually acceptable

outcome that gives both sides as much of what

they want as possible. These measures should

include increasing the dam’s factor of safety be-

cause any effect of damage will have a catastrophic

impact on the states involved in the conflict.

Furthermore, the failure to resolve this dispute

will have negative results, for Egypt and the re-

gional countries, that were supposed to be very

calculated in avoiding such. The explosion of

poverty, high unemployment, and other effects

in a country and region, that are originally de-

scribed as politically and socially unstable, will

lead to untold consequences. And this will, of

course, increase the burden of the Egyptian

State, its supporting states, and regional states

in the Middle East and North Africa. This is true

even in Europe, which must all have a positive

role in this crisis. 
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